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Questions the producers had about this BMP: 
 

⇒ Is this method of applying anhydrous ammonia compatible with my current direct  
seeding system and grain rotations? What are the advantages? 

 

⇒ Is fall or spring better for applying anhydrous ammonia with this coulter system? 
  

⇒ Does the Dutch coulter leave the soil too rough for seeding small seeds? Is a 
harrow packing pass required before seeding? Will there be too much 
disturbance to get even canola germination? 

 

⇒ Which is better for improving the yield of a grass hay stand: placed anhydrous 
ammonia or broadcast nitrogen? 

 

⇒ Will this applicator give me other options for fertilizing fescue or grass seed 
fields in the fall? 

minimum and zero-till farmers with 
another option for applying fertilizer 
while benefiting the environment. 
 

In essence, the adoption of this BMP is 
all about reducing nitrous oxide 
emissions into the air by improved 

nitrogen nutrient management as well 
as reducing erosion. 
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Why are we demonstrating 
this practice? 
 

This beneficial management practice 
focuses on improved ferti l izer 
management with a coulter style 
anhydrous ammonia applicator in grain 
and oilseed cropping rotations. This 
practice may also be useful in grass 
seed and hay rotations. 
 

GHGMP project demonstrations were 
set up with 4 co operators in 2003 & 
2004 to compare anhydrous ammonia 
fertilizer applications with broadcast 
commercial fertilizer treatments and  to 
c om p a r e  s p r i ng  ve r s u s  f a l l 
applications.  
 

The Dutch coulter style applicator 
slices into the soil and tucks the 
anhydrous ammonia below the 
surface. A low-disturbance anhydrous 
ammonia applicator may provide 
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Did You Know ? 
 

∗ The 3 main greenhouse 

gases that are of  
concern to agriculture: 

    nitrous oxide (N20),  
    carbon dioxide (C02) and   
    methane (CH4).  
 
 

∗ C02 is the least potent 

but the most abundant 
of these gases. Other 
greenhouse gases are 
rated compared to it.  

 
 

∗ CH4 is 21 times more 

potent than C02. 
 
 

∗ N20 is 310 times more 

potent than C02. 
 
 

 

Miller’s applying anhydrous ammonia. 
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“ This system works well 

with my zero till hoe drill 

but I think next time, 

when seeding canola,  

I would like to add a 

harrow packer pass 

between fertilizing & 

seeding to even up  

the ground.” 

Dick Miller, 

Farmington  

How the equipment works to reduce N20 emissions  
 

Urea is usually put on as a dry blend. Some producers broadcast it on and then 
work it in with a cultivator or sweeps. Others use a zero till drill that cuts a narrow 
band and puts the dry fertilizer in.  Anhydrous is usually put on with a cultivator with  
3/4 to 1 inch wide band.   
 

The adjustable Dutch knife coulter slices a narrower band and the anhydrous gas is 
sprayed into the band and a packer bar seals it in. The Dutch coulter knife applicator 
is manufactured by Dutch Industries of Pilot Butte, SK. 
 

The cultivator methods disturb the soil to a greater degree than the Dutch knife 
coulter method.  The zero till and single pass  methods have very little soil 
disturbance but other factors such as a lack of tractor power or a narrow spring 
seeding window may not make this the best option for some producers.   
 

Minimal disturbance reduces the risk of soil erosion and helps conserve moisture. It 
reduces the risk of soil carbon being lost to the atmosphere by preserving soil 
organic matter and reduces the amount of nitrogen gassing off  when compared to  
fertilizer input on by broadcasting. 

Name Yr of 
BMP 

Soil 
Type  

Organic  
Matter % 

List of Treatments 

Miller 2003 
2004 

Alcan -
Donnelly 

4.1 Current practice of urea placed with air drill  
vs anhydrous ammonia placed with coulter 

Berge 2003 
2004 

Esher 5.8 Current practice of N placed with Barton 
opener  vs fall  or spring anhydrous placed 
with coulter on cereal & oilseed stubble 

Fredrickson 2004 Goose 5.5 Current practice of urea placed with JD 
zero  till drill vs anhydrous placed with  
coulter 

Scott 2004 Rolla - 
Rycroft  

7.0 Current practice of broadcast urea vs  
anhydrous ammonia placed with coulter 

The mandate of PRFA of BC  is to develop forage opportunities that are  
sociologically, ecologically and economically sound. 

Close-up of coulter opener 

“ I had always wanted to 

try out this style of 

anhydrous ammonia 

applicator. It was a great 

opportunity for us to 

work with these groups so 

that we could make it 

easier for farmers  

to try it.” 

Art Funk, 

Rolla Agricultural 

Services Ltd.  

Setting up the demonstrations with co-operators 

Agribusiness and producer groups partner 
A partnership was created between the Soil Conservation Council of Canada 
(SCCC), Rolla Agricultural Services Ltd. (Rolla Ag), Peace River Forage Assn. of 
BC (PRFA of BC) and the Peace River Soil Conservation Assn. (PRSCA) to help 
producers try out the application of anhydrous ammonia with a low disturbance 
applicator. 
 

SCCC provided funds through its Greenhouse Gas Mitigation program, Rolla Ag 
agreed to do the bookings for the applicator and provide the anhydrous, PRSCA 
helped locate interested cooperators and PRFA of BC coordinated the project. 
 

“We’ve seen a great deal of interest among producers since we began 
demonstrating the equipment last year” says Art Funk of Rolla Ag. Along with the 
on-farm demos the applicator will be available to rent from Rolla Ag.  



The mandate of SCCC is to encourage the development of  
policies, production methods and management systems for agriculture, forestry and land use 

 which enables sustainable use of our soil. 
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Canola response & yields 
 

Canola yields were compared at 
Garnet Berge’s plot (graph at left). 
 

There was a noticeable crop     
response with the spring  applied 
anhydrous at Berge’s.  The other 
two practices (fall applied NH3 and 
air drilled urea) produced   results 
similar to one another. 
 

At Dick Miller’s plot, yield weights 
were not available because the 
canola plot could not be harvested 
due to early snow and frost in the 
fall of 2004. 

Hay response & yields 
 

In dry years there appears to be a 
growth advantage to applying anhydrous 
ammonia with this Dutch coulter. The 
early weeks of the 2004 season were 
very dry, and tucking in the NH3 under 
the surface seemed to give that side of 
the demo plot a quicker jumpstart Side 
by side test strips at Garry Scott’s shows 
a thicker hay crop when N applied with 
Dutch knife coulter (right photo)        
compared to broadcasting N (left photo). 

Barley response & yields 
 

Barley yields were compared between current 
practices and the coulter applied NH3 (graph at 
right). In 2003 Miller’s current practice of placing 
urea with an air drill had slightly better yields than  
where the NH3 was applied with the coulter. In 2004, 
yields were equal at Dale Fredrickson’s plot where 
current practice was to drill directly into old fescue 
sod. At Garnet Berge’s there was no difference in 
yield when the NH3 was applied in the fall or spring, 
but yields were slightly better with his current 
practice of applying N with his Barton opener.  
 

In all 3 situations, the variability in the field due to 
poor moisture conditions for germination was the 
most significant issue in the yields. The 
management practices were not much of a factor as 
far as yields  were concerned. 
 

Barley Yields 2003 & 2004
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Compiled by:  Kim Strasky  & Sandra Burton in April 2005. 
Project Partners:  Soil Conservation Council of Canada Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Program,  

Rolla Agricultural Services Ltd. & Peace River Soil Conservation Association.  

  Nutrient Management with Anhydrous Ammonia Cooperators in 2003 & 2004:  
Garnet Berge, Dale Fredrickson, Dick Miller & Garry Scott.  
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Economics & Advantages 
Management decisions are based on 
costs of production, time factors and   
land stewardship. 
 

Using the Dutch applicator uses a less 
expensive type of nitrogen but has the 
cost of the applicator rental to add in. 
In the end the two costs cancel each 
out resulting in no cost difference to 
the   producer for using the coulter.  
 

The main advantages to using this tool 
comes down to looking at the longer 
term health of our soil and environ-
ment.     Reducing potential emissions 
of C02 and N20 may be a reason to 
convert to anhydrous banding or zero 
till even though these factors are hard 
to put an economic value on.   

There have been 2 successful field 
days focusing on nutrient management 
(anhydrous ammonia) with this coulter 
style applicator. 
 

In May 2003 at Dick Miller’s demo plot 
12 local farmers gathered to watch the       
applicator in action. 
 

In June 2004, 15 people toured     
Fredrickson’s and Berges’ demo plots, 
as well as viewing the Dutch coulter 
applicator at Rolla Agricultural        
Services. 

  

There are several websites that relate to climate change and soil quality.  
 

∗ Soil Conservation Council of Canada:                  www.soilcc.ca 

∗ Alberta Environmentally Sustainable Agriculture: www.soilquality.ab.ca 

∗ Climate Change Agriculture Awareness Project:  www.ccse-swcc.nb.ca 

∗ Government of Canada Climate Change:            www.climatechange.gc.ca 

∗ Canadian International Development Agency:      www.cida.gc.ca/climatechange 
 

Information is also shared through project descriptions and forage facts posted   
regularly on the website:  www.peaceforage.bc.ca. 

“I think this applicator 

works great in sod and is 

definitely better than 

broadcasting N. It might 

save money and handling in 

my other fields but I don’t 

think it’s any better than 

my zero till system” 

Dale Fredrickson,  

Kilkerran  

 
Field day in  2003 to view applicator 

Costs of Applying N: 
 

Product:Product:Product:Product:    
Urea:   
    $.43/lb 
    at 80lb/ac =$34.40/ac 
 

Ammonium nitrate 
    $.50/lb 
    at 80lb/ac = $40.00/ac 

 

Anhydrous ammonia:
    $.40/lb 
    at 80lb/ac = $32.00/ac 
 
Application:Application:Application:Application:    
Broadcast: $5.25/ac 

 

Air drill: $12-15/ac 
 

Dutch coulter: $7.50/ac 
 

Sharing information about this BMP & the GHGMP  

If you like what you’ve read 
about the Dutch coulter 
applicator get in touch with 
Art  Funk at  Ro l la 
Agricultural Services 
250 759 4770 

Several good reasons to adopt this BMP 
include splitting the workload, reducing 
erosion and improving organic matter. 

Art Funk & Brian Haddow check applicator 


